The human AKNA gene expresses multiple transcripts and protein isoforms as a result of alternative promoter usage, splicing, and polyadenylation.
We previously showed that the human AKNA gene encodes an AT-hook transcription factor that regulates the expression of costimulatory cell surface molecules on lymphocytes. However, AKNA cDNA probes hybridize with multiple transcripts, suggesting either the existence of other homologous genes or a complex regulation operating on a single gene. Here we report evidence for the latter, as we find that AKNA is encoded by a single gene that spans a 61-kb locus of 24 exons on the fragile FRA9E region of human chromosome 9q32. This gene gives rise to at least nine distinct transcripts, most of which are expressed in a tissue-specific manner in lymphoid organs. Many of the AKNA transcripts originate from alternative splicing; others appear to derive from differential polyadenylation and promoter usage. The alternative AKNA transcripts are predicted to encode overlapping protein isoforms, some of which (p70 and p100) are readily detectable using a polyclonal anti-AKNA antisera that we generated. We also find that AKNA PEST-dependent cleavage into p50 polypeptides is targeted to mature B cells and appears to be required for CD40 upregulation. The unusual capacity of the AKNA gene to generate multiple transcripts and proteins may reflect its functional diversity, and it may also provide a fail-safe mechanism that preserves AKNA expression.